THEOREM 1. -Let G be a reductive algebraic R-group with compact center, and let H be an R-subgroup ofG. Let H and G denote Hâ nd G^, respectively, and let F be a lattice in G. If the action ofH on G/T is minimal then it is uniquely ergodic.
Regarding the converse (whether unique ergodicity implies minimality), it is easy to see that when r is cocompact and H is amenable, unique ergodicity implies minimality. However, ifFis not cocompact, Raghunathan (see [W] ) has given an example of a (nonalgebraic) subgroup action which is uniquely ergodic but not minimal.
Our method of proof relies on Ratner's results obtained in proving Raghunathan's conjectures, and the method of 'locally linearizing 5 G/F, developed by S.G. Dani, G.A. Margulis, and Nimish Shah in connection with the same conjecture. See the survey articles [R] and [D2] and the references therein. It should be noted that the results of G.A. Margulis and G.M. Tomanov in [MaT] may be used to deduce the results of the present note. In particular, our Corollary 6 follows directly from their results.
It's likely that in Theorem 1, the assumptions on G and F can be relaxed. In particular, does Theorem 1 hold assuming only that G is a connected Lie group and F is a closed Lie subgroup such that there exists a G-invariant probability measure on G/F?
Notation. -Throughout this paper, boldface letters such as G will denote R-algebraic groups and uppercase letters such as G will denote G( the connected component of the identity in the real points of G). We often write properties of G as properties of G, e.g., we may say that G has no compact factors, and so on.
The following result is due to Mostow ([M] ) for cocompact lattices and to Prasad and Raghunathan ([PR] Let us show the reverse inclusion. Let TT : H -> H/HQ be the natural map and e 6 H the identity. The sequence {^(A; 71 ) : n = 1, 2,...} has an accumulation point in H/HQ and this implies that 7r(e) C {^(A;)^1 : m = 2,3,...}. Therefore there are m, € N,/^ 6 HQ such that k^hz -^ e. Applying k to both sides of (1) we see that for any n >, 1,
Now let z € HQX and let ^ € HQ such that l^x -> z. We obtain k^h^x -^ z, and by (2), z € ^ffo^-Now let us prove the second assertion. We now know that if any point in G/T has a dense orbit under HQ, so do all other points. So to show that the action of HQ is minimal, it is enough to show that it is ergodic with respect to the G-invariant measure on G/T. It is known that the action of H is ergodic if and only if ^(H) is noncompact whenever ^ : G -^ G' is a nontrivial homomorphism with ker(^) D T a lattice in ker(^). Indeed, for r irreducible (i.e., when for any such ^, ker(^) is either finite or has finite index in G), this is Moore's theorem (see [D2] , Theorem 2.11), and for T a general lattice this follows from a more general form of Moore's theorem (see [D2] , Theorem 2.12). Since H acts minimally on G/T it acts minimally on any such factor '0(G)/'^(r), and thus ^{H) is noncompact; therefore so is ^{Ho)\ and hence the action of HQ on G/T is also ergodic. D
Recall that two lattices are called commensurable if their intersection is of finite index in both. In the sequel we will need the fact that if G is a connected Lie group, F is a lattice and H is a subgroup, minimality of the action of H is a property which does not change when exchanging F with a commensurable lattice. The minimality of the action of H on G/T is equivalent to the minimality of the action of F on H\G. If ^/ contains r then it is obvious that the minimality of the action of F implies that of r'. If r' is of finite index in F then we can replace it by a normal subgroup contained in it which is also of finite index, and by Proposition 4, we see that its action on H\G is pointwise minimal. Therefore H\G is a finite union of closed F' invariant sets, on each of which F' acts minimally. By connectedness the action of F' on H\G must be minimal. We remark that if G is also assumed to be semisimple, then unique ergodicity of the action of H also depends only on the commensurability class of F. As before it is obvious that if F' contains F as a subgroup of finite index and the action of H on G/r is uniquely ergodic, then so is the action of H on G/F'. One can use Moore's ergodicity theorem to prove that the same holds if F' is a finite index subgroup of F. We will not be using this fact.
The following lemma is where we utilize Ratner's results and the concept of 'tubes'. The lemma was not stated explicitly in [Mo] but nevertheless its proof is contained in (and actually comprises the main part of) the proof of Theorem 1 in that paper. For the last part of the lemma, see [DMa] 
F U r is a lattice in F.
3. goFF = VgoT. Proof. -Let W denote the subspace spanned by p(H)fo in X, so W is a ^(J^-invariant subspace. Since V is contained in goFg^1, it stabilizes the line through /ch ^d since V is generated by Ad-unipotent elements, there is no nontrivial rational character on V. Therefore p
There is an ergodic decomposition of [i with respect to V, ^ =

(V) fixes /o-Since V is normal in H^ this implies that p(V) fixes every vector in W.
Let Go denote the algebraic subgroup of G leaving W invariant, let po denote the restriction of p to Go and W, and let HQ = po(H). It will suffice to show that Ho is a compact subgroup of GL (W) , for then H' = ker poF\H satisfies the required conclusions. Now HQ is closed in GL (W) , since the map po : Go -» GL(W) is R-algebraic, and since H is an R-algebraic subgroup of G. Let us show that Ho is bounded in GL (W) . It is an image of H/V and therefore contains no M-unipotents. An R-algebraic group without unipotents is reductive (its unipotent radical is defined over R and therefore trivial), with compact semisimple part (since non-compact semisimple R-groups are generated by R-unipotents). Therefore Ho is an almost direct product of a compact subgroup and a connected abelian group, and we only have to show that this abelian subgroup, which we denote by A, is bounded. For this it suffices to show that for any w C W\ the orbit Aw is bounded. For the last statement it suffices to show that Afo is bounded, for if Afo C K, where K is a compact subset of W, and w = ^a^po(^)/o; then Aw C ^aiApo(hi)fo = Y,a,ipo(hi)Afo C ^aipo(hi)K, which is also compact.
Choose a basis for W in which all the matrices in A are put simultaneously in real Jordan form (see e.g. [DP] , p. 43). This Jordan form has eigenvalues (characters A -^ R*) and two by two blocks (homomorphisms A -> ]R* x SO{2,R)) on the diagonal. Since A is reductive, there are no nonzero entries outside these blocks. From part 5 of Lemma 5, we see that the diagonal blocks must all have determinant one. By connectedness, this implies that all the eigenvalues are identically one, and the homomorphisms are in fact into SO(2, R) . From this it follows that A/o is bounded in IV.D
Proof of Theorem L -
Step 1: First let us show that we may assume that for any surjective homomorphism TT : G -> K, where K is compact, we have 7r(r) = K.
To see this, suppose K^ = 7r(r) is a proper subgroup of K, let KQ be the component of the identity in K^, Go = ^(Ko), Fo = F H Go, Ho = H H Go. The subgroup Go is also reductive with compact center. Since KQ is of finite index in J<i, Fo is of finite index in F and therefore without loss of generality we may assume that F C Go. Let TT : G/F -^ K/KQ be the map induced by TT. The action of 7r{H) on K/KQ is a factor of the action of H on G/F and therefore is minimal. Also since H is algebraic, n(H) is compact and therefore 7r(H)Ko = K. This implies that HGo = G and that Ho is cocompact in H. Let x and y be two points in Go/T c G/F. Since the action of H is minimal there is a sequence hn C H such that hnX -> y. Since HQ is cocompact in H we can write hn = In^n, where the In are in a compact subset of H and h'n € HQ. Passing to a subsequence we see that there is lo e H such that loh^x -> y. This implies that 7r(lo)Ko = 7r(lo)7r(h^x) -^ ^(y) = KQ. Therefore IQ <E Go. This shows that the action of HQ on Go/To is minimal. Now let ^ be an H -invariant measure on G/F. The projection TT^ of to K/KQ is ^(J^-invariant and therefore is 7^-invariant. Decompose ji with respect to TT and write ^ = J^^ ^d7r^(a 1 ), where for almost every 1^) . Replacing H with a conjugate we can assume in particular that y^^ is an JZo-invariant measure on Go/F and that almost every ^ is a translation of y^o}' We have proved that the action of Ho on GO/FO is minimal and therefore by an induction on the dimension of G, it is uniquely ergodic. Therefore the measure ^] is Go-invariant and since HGo = G, the measure ^ is G-invariant.
Step 2: We now prove that if N is a normal R-subgroup of G, such that 
orbit K'LXTT^T) is also closed in (G/N)/7r(T). By minimality of the action of K'H'^ (G/7V)/7r(r) = K'Lx^)!^).
Since G/N is connected and 7r(r) is discrete, this implies that G/N = K'L so G/N is a compact extension of an abelian group, which contradicts the assumption on G/N.
Step 3: Now let ^ be an jy-invariant H-ergodic probablity measure on G/r, let us show that p, is G-invariant. Let V be the subgroup of H generated by Ad-unipotent one-parameter subgroups of JY, and let F,p,f,9Q be as in the statement of Lemma 5. As unique ergodicity and minimality are not affected by conjugation we may replace ^ by ^o" 1 /^ and H with goHgQ 1 and assume that go is trivial and that / = p(go)f.
Let v be an ergodic component of fi with respect to V. By Lemma 5, v can be assumed to be invariant under a conjugate of F.
Let H' be the cocompact normal subgroup of H given by Corollary 6. Let G denote the product of all noncompact factors of G. G is either semisimple without compact factors, or trivial; in the latter case G is compact, and the theorem is obvious. So assume that G is nontrivial, and let 0 : G ->• G denote the projection, so K is a compact normal subgroup of G, where K = ker(9. Then 0{H') acts minimally on G/(9(r) by Proposition 4, and therefore KH' acts minimally on G/F. By part 6 of Lemma 5, the orbit of H' in G/F is contained in a closed subset LF, where L = {g e G : p(g)f = /}, a subgroup of G which contains H' and normalizes F. Therefore KLT is a closed subset of G/F containing KH'Y, and this implies that KLT/T = G/F, and by connectedness of G and discreteness of r, that KL == G.
By
Step 1, r projects densely on every compact factor of G. Dani's version of the Borel density theorem (see [Dl] ) states that if an algebraic group acts algebraically on an algebraic variety V, and A is a measure on y, then the pointwise fixer of the support of A is a normal cocompact algebraic subgroup of the group preserving A. Using this theorem with V the quotient of G by the Zariski closure of F we see that F is Zariski dense in G. Now p(G)f = p(KL)f = p(K)f is a compact subset of X in which p(y)f is discrete, by part 6 of Lemma 5, and therefore finite. Therefore p (F) f is equal to its Zariski closure, and by the connectedness of G, we have that p(G)f = /, that is, F is normal in G.
By part 3 of Lemma 5 we see that FF is closed in G/F and therefore the projection ofF in G/F is discrete. Since F contains all the Ad-unipotent one parameter subgroups of H, we obtain by Step 2 that G/F does not contain a noncompact semisimple subgroup, and is therefore compact. Hence by Step 1, F = G. This implies that v, and hence also /x, is Ginvariant. D
